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SYNOPSIS.
Described is the case history of Stillwater Tunnel highlighting the aspects of
design, construction, instrumentation, and contracting procedures, which on September 14,
1983, culminated in the successful holethrough for this 8.03-mile (12.92-km) long water conveyance tunnel.
The case study demonstrates that for a successful project it is essential to
carefully select a ·compatible excavation system and a contractor who has the incentive to complete the project within the resources of available time and budget. The study illustrates the
weaknesses in the current state of the technology for design and construction of deep and long
tunnels and urges an improvement of the subsurface investigation techniques which could be
applicable for deep tunnels.

I.

INTRODUCTION

rock squeezing the TBM (tunnel boring machine),
buckling of the supports, and failure of the
precast liners.
Some of the precast liner
segments failed in bending due to uneven loads
because of nonuniform pea gravel backpacking or
direct load from steel supports.
Other segments, which were not yet backfill grouted,
failed when they were pushed by an auxiliary
ring to advance the TBM.

On September 14, 1983, the completion contractor for the Stillwater Tunnel, Central Utah
Project, Utah, U.S.A., successfully holed
through the tunnel.
He excavated the tunnel
from both its inlet and outlet ends.
This
completed a necessary segment of the Strawberry
Aqueduct System, Central Utah Project.
The
aqueduct system is a transmountain water
collection system intended to transport and
maintain the year-round supply of water from
the future reservoir of the Upper Stillwater
Dam to the existing Strawberry Reservoir. The
holethrough is a culmination of a construction
effort that started on May 23, 1977.

As a consequence of these engineering difficulties, further tunneling with the TBM (then in
use by the first contractor) was considered
infeasible, and the contract was terminated in
September 1979 for the convenience of the
Government.
At the time of termination, only
1.2 mi (1.9 km) of the inlet and 1.45 mi
(2.33 km) of the. outlet ends were excavated.
In February 1982, twenty-nine months after the
termination of the first contract, a completion
contract was awarded to excavate the remaining
5.4 mi (8.7 km) of the tunnel.
Interim
contracts for grouting and resupport were
awarded and completed before the initiation of
the c om p 1 e t i o n con t r act .

In 1971, this project was initiated with a
heavy emphasis on research, "Stillwater Tunnel:
A Practical Laboratory," with an intent to
. provide a breakthrough in the U.S.A. on deep
tunnel construction technology (USSR, 1971).
Research program aspects were incorporated into
the construction project and were intended to
provide aids in removing the several uncertainties in predicting the ground characterization
and forecasting relationships for structuremedia interaction for deep tunnels.

Though completion contract excavation has now
been completed in a commendable time, at this
writing , the finishing remains to be done.
When completed in July 1985, the tunnel will be
8.03-mi (12.92-km) long, 7.5-ft (2.29-m) in
diameter in the inlet reaches transitioned to
8.25-ft (2.51-m) inside diameter in the outlet
reaches, and will carry 285 ft3fs (8.3 m3fs)
of free flowing water toward Strawberry
Reservoir.
A general profile of the tunnel in
figure 1 shows the inlet end to be 80.52-ft
(24.5-m) higher than the outlet end with a
maximum cover of 2600 ft (795 m).

Due to a subsequent 1 ack of funding, the
research aspects unfortunately had to be
abandoned and were substituted by construction
monitoring programs at selected stations
in the tunnel.
The first contract was awarded
in 1977.
Since the beginning of the first. construction
contract, the project has been fraught with
difficulties and hardships created by the host

The experiences gained in this project are of
significant benefit and could be applied to
sever~l
other future tunnels of the USSR
(United States Bureau of Reclamation).
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The entire length of the tunnel was expected
to be in rock that was moderately to severely
jointed and fractured wi th several intervenin g
faults and shear zones.
The joints were
steeply dipping, and the bedding had a dip of
approximately 12" to the south. Some 11 faults
were mapped including the South Flank fault.

Outlet Portal, Sto. 437+47.31, El. 7939.63
lUI

~ II
0

210

Excavation First
Contract I ft-0 .305 m
Unconsolidated Slope Wash ·
FIGURE I. STILLWATER TUNNEL- PROFILE

The South Flank fault is a major structural feature in the Uinta Mountains and has displaced
argillite and quartzite of the Precambrian
Uinta Mountain Group up to the tunnel al inement
for the first
2000-ft (610-m) from the inlet
portal. This area was expected to be a problem
area and the specifications required this reach
to be excavated by drill and blast methods.
However, during actual excavation, this fault
presented no severe difficulty. The fault that
finally stopped the TBM of the first contract
was not mapped at the prebid stage .
Figure 1
shows the general features of the geological
profile along the tunnel alinement.
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2.1

Excavation Completion Contract

GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Completion Contract

All the geological information of the first
contract and the mapped geology of the excavated inlet and outlet reaches i'ndicated that
the remaining excavation would be primarily in
Red Pine Shale.
The mapped geology of the
inlet and outlet reaches were made available to
the contractor to evaluate the selection of
TBM, support system, and estimate his construction costs.

First Contract

Based on regional and site geological information and cores obtained from 18 boreholes
drilled at locations of low ground cover, such
as near portals, the Stillwater Tunnel is
hosted, for the major part, in the Precambrian
Red Pine Shale.
The Red Pine Shale, which has
a 5000-ft (1525-m) thickness and a width of 100
to 150 mi (160 to 240 km) along the south flank
of the Uinta Mountain Anticline, is greenish,gray to black in color; is hard to soft,
laminated to fissile and indurated; and has a
high clay- content of illite and kaolinite and
It air slakes on exposure and
some si'derite.
contains some well cemented jnterbedded sandstone with beds that vary in thickness.

3.

TUNNELING FOR DEEP TUNNELS

In general terms, not specifically related to
this project, encountering several difficulties
in designing a deep tunnel is not uncommon.
The in situ stresses, density, nature and
frequency of discontinuities in rock, engineering index properties and constitutive relations h i p , e s p·e c i a 1 1 y s t r e s s- s t r a i n- t i me r e 1 at i o nship of rock mass~ become more difficult to
evaluate with increasing depths.
Depth
increases the cost and time for performing
borehole logging and conducting of in situ
tests.
Such increases significantly decrease
the number of investigation stations which may
adversely impact the quality of representation
of samples.
This thereby reduces the confidence level in assigning quantitative values to
the important rock parameters for design such
as modulus of deformation, Poisson's ratio, and ·
other rock strength indicators.

This Red Pine Shale is overlain by a 150-ft
(45-m) thick bed of Cambrian age Tintic
Quartzite, composed primarily of medium.- to
coarse~grained sandstone.
The Tintic has a
slightly different attitude than the underlying
Red Pine Shale.
Overlying the Tintic Quartzite is a thick,
600- to 800-ft (185- to 245-m) series of rocks
of 1 ate Mi ssi ssi ppi an Age consisting of 1 imestone, dolomite, sandstone, and shale.
The
limestone is karstic and contains sinkholes,
s~me quite large.
In the inlet portal areas, the Stillwater
Tunnel passes through Quaternary talus consisting of silty sand to large angular blocks with
sand and gravel being common in the lower part
.- of the deposit .
Unconsolidated slope wash
consisting of silty and clayey cobbles and an
abundance of boulder: sized rock fragments make
up the deep overburden in the outlet portal
area.

There is no consensus of opinion as to the
number and locations of subsurface investigation stations required for deep tunnels, and
there is a question (Sinha, 1981) as to the
validity of using information obtained from
di.screte points to portray the threedimensional geotechnical information needed for
the design of deep tunnels.
In a recent
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conference (Tunnels and Tunneling, 1983), the
efficacy and useful ness of subsurface investigation were questioned on the grounds that such
investigations do not supply adequate information for design of tunnels.

It of Tunnel---!
Upper left segment
·
2

Layers of 4x 10W6.5 x W5.7 WWF

Upper right
segment

reinforcement
provided but
not shown,

Once the somewhat representative design parameters are selected, from whatever geotechnical
information that is considered relevant,
there are several problems in selecting the
applicable structure and media predictive
mo d e 1 s b as e d o n em pi r i c a 1 , a n a 1 yt i c a 1 , o r
numerical methods (Sinha and Schoeman, 1983).
The designer then selects a design solution for
the deep tunnel problem based on judgement and
experience and can only have a moderate degree
of confidence that the solution will work where
the geo 1 ogy is comp·l ex.
Overdesi gn is often a
result of this approach.

Lower right segment

Lower left segment

~-r::::.~~X::::...,2f Dia. Invert grout
return hole
PRECAST CONCRETE SEGMENT TUNNEL LINING
1' = 2.54Cm

Such is the state of affairs in the design and
construction of deep tunnels - very much more
qualitative than quantitative or analytical.

4.

Min.

TUNNEL LINER DESIGN
!"Clear

4.1

DETAIL A
LOWER LONGITUDINAL
JOINT

First Contract

In the initial design, based on Terzaghi' s rock
loads (Terzaghi, 1946}, a rock load equal to
3 times the tun n e 1 d i am e t e r e qui v a 1 en t to
35 lb/in2 (0.25 MPa), was assumed to create a
vertical gravity load and reactions from sides
and invert of the opening were also considered.
In addition, erection and handling stress were
also evaluated.

CIRCUMFERENTIAL
JOINT DETAIL

FIGURE 2. PREFABRICATED SEGMENTED
LINERS (4-TO A RING)

tunnel consisted of the prefabricated segments.
In the inlet end cast-in-place concrete lining
and at the outlet end cast-in-place or shotcrete 1 inings were approved in short reaches.

Based on the analysis and weighing the factor
that the pressure on tunnel liners is time
dependent on the (1) creep properties of
the rock and (2) the flexibility or stiffness
of the liner, a compromise liner was selected.
Such a compromise liner consisted of 5-in
(127-mm) thick prefabricated, two-layer
welded-wire fabric reinforced concrete segments - four to a ring.
The concrete segments
were analyzed and found to be capable of
wit·hstanding a uniform pressure of 165 lb/in2
(1.14 MPa) {USBR, 1982).
Figure 2 shows the
contractor's modified precast concrete liner
segments.
The modification consisted of
placing the element joints at 3, 6, 9,
and 12 o'clock positions instead of staggered
locations in alternate rings, and using butt
joints instead of knuckle joints for longitudinal joints.

4.2

Completion Contract

The contractor was given the option to propose
segments of his own design.
The contractor
used the option and increased the lining
thickness to 6 in (150 mm).

5.

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION

5.1
5.1.1

To ensure uniformity of loading, the specifications required pea gravel
and/or grout
backpacking (Marushack and Tilp, 1980) immediately after the installation of the segments.
In difficult ground situations, the contractor
was advised to use steel sets and timber
lagging or liner plate, or any other adequate
temporary support system. The initial supports
and final lining for major portions of the

Construction Equipment
Equipment During First Contract

The TBM, Robbins model 92-192, shown in
figure 3, was specifically designed to excavate
the tunnel from the outlet end.
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Ventilation of the outlet reach was provided by
six 50-hp and six 10-hp fans.
The fan line
from the rear of the trai 1 ing gear to the
outlet portal was 30 in (0 . 76 m) in diameter
and was suspended from the crown of the tunnel.
The fan line from the end of the trailing gear
to the TBM heading was a part of the trailing
gear.
A 1000-gal/min (63 Lis) turbidity plant
and three settling ponds were provided (as
required by contract documents) at the outlet
portal to treat drainage water from the tunnel
before release into the nearby North Fork of
the Duchesne River.
Drainage flows from the
outlet portal ranged up to 5 gal/min (0.3 L/s),
so small that they were handled in the settling
ponds, and the treatment plant was never
activated.
Water treatment plant facilities at the outlet
portal were installed initially at the inlet
portal and were available during drilling and
blasting of the upstream 1.2 mi (1.9 km) of
tunnel.
Flows during that operation ranged
from 0 to 50 gal/min (3 L/s).
Water was
continuously pumped from the 1.2-mi {1.9-km}
inlet .reach at the rate of about 30 to
50 gal/min ( 1.8 to 3 Lis).

Figure 3. -Tunnel boring machine- Robbins
model 92-192.
The TBM incorporated a full-circle, telescoping, hard-rock shield 9.6 ft (2.9 m) in di ameter and 24ft {7.3 m) long and a cutterhead
with 24 single cutter disks 12 in (0.3 m) in
diameter.
The maximum horizontal thrust that
could be exerted by the TBM was 500 tons
(4890 kN) and usual working thrust was 250 tons
(2445 kN).
The cutter-head thrust reaction
was provided by two sets of gripper pads that
extended outward from the shield to the tunnel
wall. The TBM also contained an ATS (auxiliary
thrust system) designed chiefly to assist in
moving precast concrete segments into place
within the shield during the segment erection
procedure.
The ATS had a circular steel push
ring that pressed longitudinally against the
circumferential joints of the segments.
The
TBM was not designed to accommodate backing
operations and, in retrospect, had a very long
s hie 1 d wh i c h r e q u i red h i g her t h r us t s t h an
the machine could exert through the gripper
pads which made TBM advances very problematic
in ravelling or squeezing grounds.

The casting yard for the precast segments was
located at Hanna, Utah, approximately 8 miles
(13 km) southeast of the Stillwater Tunnel
outlet portal.
The segments were cast, cured,
and stored there until required.
The contractor furnished approximately 320 concretesegment casting forms, a sufficient number for
a maximum daily output of 320 segments.

5. 1. 2

Equipment During Completion Contract

For the excavation of the outlet end, the
completion contractor modified the Robbins
92-192 TBM.
The modifications consisted of
reducing the shield area and increasing the
overall thrusting capacity of the machine.
The modified machine had 12 thrust cylinders
each capable of exerting 90 tons (880 kN). The
average thrust was rated at 50 percent (540 t)
of the emergency thrust capacity of 1080 t
(10.6 MN).
Twelve new propel-type grippers
were installed each extending 15 ft (4.57 m)
behind the cutter head.
Cutting could be
accomplished using six grippers while the other
grippers could be moved forward for a new
cycle.
The grippers could apply support
pressures to the rock faces and would accommodate several inches (millimeters) of inward
deflection of the rock.
The blade gripper TBM
had the unique capability of applying a known
radial pressure to the tunnel perimeter and
displacing radially under that pressure.
When
instrumented. the TBM was bel ived to act as a
ground pressure d i splacement measuring system
(Cording, 1982).
However, that function was
not accomplished because it was difficult to
allocate the measured displacement between rock
and the TBM.

Personnel and materials we·re moved in the
tunnel by rail.
In the outlet portal reach~
8-ton locomotives were used to pull 10-yd"
(7.6s-m3) muck cars; the muck cars were
emptied outside the tunnel by a rotary car
dump .
The precast concrete segments were
transported into the tunnel on specially
constructed segment cars, and personnel were
transported in man cars.
Power at 13 800 volts was provided by the local
utility coinpany to the outlet portal.
A
transformer reduced the voltage to 440 volts.
Power at the inlet portal was provided by a
175-kW diesel engine generator set and a
standby 750-kW diesel engine generator
(Maruschack and Tflp, 1980).
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At the inlet end, the completion contractor
used a Robbins model 93-203, normal thrust
479 tons (4.69 MN), grippers 270-570 tons
(2.64-5.58 MN), having 28 disk cutters .
The
machine featured a finger shield under which
steel support rings and lagging were installed.
The steel ribs were expanded tightly against
the rock with hydraulic jacks as the shield was
advanced. Figure 4 shows a general view of the
g3-203 TBM.

During the excavation, the TBM stalled several
times due to power fai'lures, weekend shutdowns,
and TBM equipment failures.
Excavation also
had to be stopped several times due to a comb in ation of line and grade problems, raveling
rocks, excessive unanticipated rock pressures,
and dust problems.
Due to the large available
external surface of shield, excessive skin
friction developed during the periods when the
TBM stalled.
To free the stalled TBM, it
became necessary to assist the gripper pads by
pushing the TBM longitudinally against the
in s t alled segmented concrete liners with the
auxiliary horizontal thrust rings.
The segmented liner elements could not take this thrust
without damage as the pea gravel backfi 11 did
not hold the segments firmly in place .
Du ri ng
the thrust, many segments were damaged and had
to be replaced.
On several occasions, hand
mining was required to free the TBM.
The TBM
was stalled some 14 times.
The s 1ow progress
and repeated stalling of the TBM combined with
the occurrence of damages to the 1 ining segments finally resulted in termination of the
contract in September 197g,
At the time of termination, it was believed
that the excavation was proceeding through a
1 arge fault.
In order to asce-rtain the nature
of fault, about 90 ft (28 m) of excavation was
completed ahead of the TBM through a side drift
and feeler holes were drilled . A fault several
feet thick was located just ahead of the
stalled machine.
The ground behind and ahead
of the machine was highly fractured and disturbed probably by faulting.
The number of
faults and their extent in the unexcavated
5.4 mi (8.7 km) length remained unknown.

Figure 4 . - TBM Robbins model 93-203.
(Courtesy:
The Robbins Company)
5.2
5.2.1

Construction Highlights
First Contract

5.2.2
On May 23, 1977, construction began at the
i n_l e t e n d ( Ma r u s h a c k a n d T i 1 p , 1 9 8 0 ) , a n d a
reach of 1.2 mi (1.9 km) was completed in
1 year .
The first 198 ft (60 m) of drill and
blast tunneling through unstable talus required
liner plates and M4x13 structural steel
supports on 4-ft (1.22-m) centers . The support
system consisted of M4x13 steel ribs on 2- to
6-ft (0.4 - to 1.8-m) centers with wooden
lagging and protective shotcrete over the
exposed argilite and shale for about 88 percent
of length of the remaining 1 . 1 mi (1.8 km)
sections.

Completion Contract

The main highlight of construction in the
completion contract was the use of two TBM
machines:
(1) Robbins TBM model 93-203 at the
inlet end and (2) the contractor's modified
Robbins TBM model 92-192 at the outlet end.
The excavation progress is represented in
figure 5.
On the whole, the inlet end TBM
perfol"med very well.
The inlet TBM was down
only twice:
first in the week of March 24-31,
1983, and the second from May 13 through
July 13, 1983, during which time the contractor
finished the cleaning of the excavated opening
and instal led tunnel supports.

On January 16, 1978, the contractor began work
at the outlet portal .
The first 289 ft (88 m)
of unconsolidated slope wash material required
liner plates and steel sets at 4-ft ( 1. 22-m)
centers . The T8M Robbins 92-192 began excavating a circular bore 9.6 ft (2.9 m) in diameter
from station 434+58 .
The assembled and erected
prefabricated segmented concrete liner rings
emerged from the tail shield.
Pea gravel
backpacking was blown in behind the lining.
The rings served both as initial supports
and final lining.
The dimensions of the tunnel
bore and lining provided a 3-in (76-mm) annular
ring of pea gravel .

The outlet TBM performance as shown in figure 5
was not entirely satisfactory .
In spite
of modifications of the machine on a number of
occasions, the TBM performance was first
plagued with grade and alinement problems, and
then with excessive rock pressures and steering
problems.
Nearing holethrough the main bearing
seals of the modified TBM went out and it was
deemed impractical to repair them. The hole through was completed by the inlet machine
which was reactivated from its "standby"
status from a station nearby .
The
modified
outlet TBM excavated 3883 ft (1183 . 5 m) and
was finally dismantled in August-September
1983.
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6.
30

Complet ion
Contract
Total Excavation Length
28 553 (8702 .96 m)
5.4 mi (8.7 km)

ROCK TEST IN G AND INSTRU MENTATION

6. 1
6.1.1

Laborato r y Testing
F i rst Cont r act

Rock test i ng before the award of the first
contract basically consisted of routine labo r atory tests of rock samples obtained from
bo r eholes in the vicinity of portals.
The
tests on samples with a length to diameter
ratio of 1.6 to 2.0 showed a wide range of
values for secant modulus of elasticity (El
determined at an axial stress of 1000 lb/in2
( 6 . 9 MP a) on the first 1 o ad in g c yc 1 e .
The
value of E ranged from 0.34 x 106 to
1 x 106 lb/in2 (2.4 to 6.9 GPa).
Poisson ' s
ratio ranged from 0.01 to 0.05 .
The laboratory
v alue of unconfined compressive strength ranged
from 2600 to 12 850 lb/in2 (17.9 to
88 . 6 MPa).
During excavation, some rock
samples tested were found to have a compressive
strength of 28 000 lb/in2 (193 MPa).
Petrographic examinations i ndicated p r esence of
quartz (10 to 65 percent), feldspar (5 to
15 percent), kaolinite (5 to 40 percent),
mica/illite (5 to 25 percent), and siderite
(15 to 65 percent).
Wetting and free swell
tests were also perfo r med with free swell
values ranging from 0 to 15 percent.

(I ft- 0.305m)

IC>/8211/82 12/82 01/82 02/82 03/83 04/83 05/83 06/83 07/83 08/83 09/83

MONTH

CD

Excavoti on Progress
Inlet End : Robbins TBM Model, 92-203
Inlet Excavation 24670 ft (7519Am)
Max. Advance/Day 227ft (69m)
Max. Rate 1 Hour 20.3 ft (6.2m)
Average Rate/Day 135ft (41.24m)

®

Excavation Progress
Outlet End: Mod ified Robbins T B M
Model , 92- 192
Outlet Excavation 3883ft (1183.5m)
Max . Advance/Day 103ft (31.4m)
Max . Rate/Hour 7. 3ft (2.23m)
Average Rote 1 Day 30ft ( 9.1m)

6.1.2

Completion Contract

No new laboratory testing was performed.
Data obtained from actual construction was felt
to be adequate.

FIGURE 5. RECORD OF TBM EXCAVATION
(COMPLETION CONTRACT)
SOURCE: USBR WEEKLY AND MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS

6.2
The other highlight of the completion construction contract was the development of a
special, very thick, backfill grout mix,
consisting of cement, sand, fly ash, small
styrene balls, and admixtures made from super
plasticizer and other ingredients which were
used instead of pea gravel backfi 11 ing.
Pea
gravel backfilling used during the first
contract created uneven loading on the 1 ining
and was therefore found unsuitable for a
somewhat squeezing ground condition.
In the
opinion of the writers, this special grout mix
developed for the backfill grouting at
Stillwater is very suitable for squeezing
ground conditions because it could withstand up
to a maximum displacement of 6 in (150 mm)
during
tunnel
closures under squeezing
conditions.
The thick mix of backfi 11 grout
was designed to support the weight of the
precast lining at invert level within a few
minutes after cessation of pumping but it did
not perform that function satisfactorily.

6 . 2.1

Instrumentation
First Contract

To monitor rock behavior, steel support, and
precast 1 iner performances, three reaches of
the excavation were instrumented by the
Government at stations 51+50 (inlet reach),
37g+80 (precast concrete segmented reach), and
361+00 (reach ahead of T8M - hand-mined
section).
In addition, several closure points,
SPBX (single point borehole extensometers),
MPBX (multipoint borehole extensometers), and
support measurements (strain gages) were
performed by the contractor.
The rock closure at a depth of 30 ft (9.2 m)
was found to vary from 0.9 to 2.1 in (22.9 to
53.4 mm) .
Rock closure near the excavation
opening varied from 0.7 to 7.25 in (17.8 to
184.2 mm) in horizontal direction.
In the
vertical direction, the maximum closure was
only 0.344 in (8.7 mm).
Maximum rock pressure interpreted from instrument readings was 90 lb/in2 (0.62 MPa); still
much below the design pressure of 165 lb/in2
(1.14 MPa) of the concrete segments.
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gages. In addition, three 30-ft (0.9 by 9.2-m)
long extensometers at 3, 9, and 12 o'clock
positions were also installed.
The instrumentation indicated that segments were stressed
only up to 10 percent of their ultimate stress
capacity and that only about 1 ft (0.3 m) of
depth was loosened at the crown.
The timedependent stresses were very small.
The
calculated rock pressure was about 30 lb/in2
(0.2 MPa).

Strain gage and borehole extensometer data
indicated better rock conditions at the inlet
portal installation (station 51+50} than in the
reach ahead of the TBM (station 361+00}.
Higher rate of rock pressure loading was
indicated near station 361+00 than at station
51.+50.
Also indicated was the yielding of
steel sets in the vicinity of station 361+00
within 1 to 10 days after installation and
continued inward movement of the rock toward
the tunnel opening even 90 days after excacavation.

6.2.2.3

The precast lining instrumentation
(station 379+80} indicated stabi 1 i ty, during a
5-month period of no construction.
No appreciable movement of rocks was indicated during
the 9 months from the date of excavation (USBR,
1981}.
6.2.2

Test section 3 is on a 5-inch (127-mm) thick
precast segmental ring which is backfilled
with grout consisting of sand, fly ash,
styrene balls, admixtures, and cement.
The
instrumentation consisted of rock extensometers, closure measurement points, and curvometer/distometer points.

Completion Contract

The test results indicated very low rock
pressure, 13 lb/in2 (0.09 MPa) on the lining.
The horizontal inward and vertical outward
movement was ·recorded to be about 0.1 in
(2.5 mm) which increased with time.
When the
T8M was 36 ft (10.98 m) away, the horizontal
inward movement of the ring was measured to be
0.51 in (13 mm). The maximum outward vertical
displacement of 0.20 in (5.1 mm) was measured
when the face was 18 ft (5.49 m) ahead of the
test section but that displacement reduced with
time and became only 0.1 in (2.5 mm) when the
face had advanced 36 ft (10.98 m) from the test
station (Cording, July 1983).

Test sections designated 1, 2, and 3 were
instrumented during the second contract.
6.2.2.1

Test Section 1

Test section 1 (stations 360+79 to 360+29) was
located on the existing adit which, during the
first contract, was mined ahead of the finally
stalled TBM.
The instrumentation at this
section consisted of four horizontal incl inometer and deflectometer (1, 3, 9, and 11 o'clock
positions), four radial extensometers (3, 6, 9,
and 12 o'clock positions}, and three steel ribs
instrumented with vibrating wire strain gage,
tape closure points, curvometer, and distometer
points (4, 8, and 12 o'clock positions).
The
horizontal inclinometers indicated a maximum of
9 in (223 mm) of crown movement.
Significant
crown movements at locations 3 to 5 ft
(1 to 1. 5 m) ahead of face were sensed due to
loosening of the rock during the face advance.
Extensometers showed 0.3 to 0.5 in (7.6 to
12.7 mm} inward movement.
Time-dependent
movement was very little. Large movements were
due to loosening and not due to high ground
pressures. Lateral displacement at spring line
was generally close to 1 in (25 mm) toward
the opening whereas the vertical movement
outward to the opening was about 0.1 in
(2.5 mm).
The small vertical displacement is
attributable to the compaction of loosened rock
at the crown. Under rock load, the steel ribs
were stressed up to 70 percent of ·yield stress,
and the average calculated rock pressure was 15
to 35 lb/inZ (0.1 to 0.25 MPa) (Cording,
1983).
The rock overbreak was up to 4 ft
(1.22m).
6.2.2.2

Test Section 3 (Station 340+611

7.
7.1

CONTRACTING METHOD
First Contract

The initial contract invited bids on three
fixed price schedule opt ions:
( 1) dri 11 and
blast the excavation for the entire tunnel and
use cast-in-place concrete lining, (2) drill
and blast 1.2 mi (1.9 km) of inlet end,
machine excavate the rest of the tunnel and use
cast-in-place concrete 1 ining and (3) drill and
blast 1.2 mi (1.9 km) of inlet and machine
excavate the rest of the tunnel and support and
line with precast segmented liner elements.
The lowest of the six bidders selected schedule
(3) which was part unit price and part priced
per 1 inear foot.
The unit price and linear foot price bidding is
standard and conventional, and is common for
USBR works. It is simple to award and the unit
pricing allows some flexibility when quantities
vary from those estimated.
Award is normally
made to the lowest bidder provided his bid is
responsive and that he is determined to be
responsible, i.e., he is able to furnish the
required bonding, has a good performance
record, and has adequate financial strength.

Test Section 2 (Stations 347+42 to

~33)

Test section 2 consisted of instrumenting both
5- and 6-in (127- and 153-mm) thick concrete
precast segmental elements with vibrating wire
strain gages, .curvometer/distometer and tape
closure measurement points, and joint closure

For reasons outlined under Construction Highlights, this contract was terminated for convenience of Government.
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7.2

Though every reasonable effort was made during
prebid to select tunnel design and construction
methods that are capable of maintaining the
opening under all possible conditions of
loading; it was not possible to avoid surprises
during construction. During the first contract,
the predictions of ground behavior that were
based on the best available geological information and interpretation proved to be
inadequate.
During the completion contract no
such difficulty was noticed.

Completion Contract

Twelve proposals were received to complete the
partially excavated Stillwater Tunnel.
This
time, proposals were solicited on the basis of
fixed-price incentive (firm target) contract.
This type of a contract has a built-in variable
price feature, shown in figure 6, that provides
for varying costs and profits according to an
established target cost and ceiling price as
contained in the contractor's proposal and
1 ater on agreed upon by USBR.

It is realized that in order to minimize
surprises during construction it is essent i al
to estimate the ground and structure interaction in an intelligent and logical fashion.
An attempt should be made to maximize the
utilization of available geotechical information and experiences gained during similar
projects into a workable plan of accomplishment.
In absence of the above, a cyclic
geotechnical investigation program should be
implemented early in the program to indicate
material properties that could be predicted as
rea 1 i s tic a 11 y as po s s i b 1 e .
The writers feel that design and construction
of deep tunnels is still an art.
Scientific
design of tunnels based on the characteristics
of the host ground is very difficult to
perform.
The difficulty arises due to the
inadequacies in subsurface investigation
systems, which fail to provide representative
parameters on the variability and nonhomogenity
of the host rock that are some of the essential
elements in the design of a deep tunnel.
Obtaining geotechnical information through very
long horizontal drill holes or pilot tunnels
may not be a practical or cost effective
solution.

tTOTAL ADJUSTED
Target
COST
Ceiling

Cost

Price

FIGURE 6. SHARE LINE FOR
CONTRACTOR'S PROFIT

The proposals were rated on the technical
experience, management capacity, and price
quoted to complete the work.
The successful
offeror was found best qualified on technical
experience and had also quoted the 1 owest
prices.

To conclude, one must explore the possibility
of improving the current methods of subsurface
investigation such that they become more
suitable for deep rock tunnels.
Until that
time, the design and construction of deep and
1 ong tunnels wi 11 be much dependent on the
coop.eration, experience, and expertise of
the designer, the contractor, and the TBM
man uf act urer.

During the period of construction, it was found
that this fixed-price incentive (firm target)
contract is very workable in accommodating
the ground conditions encountered during the
tunnel excavation.
The contractor benefited
from the inclusion of incentive payment provision that did not restrict payments to
amounts based on fixed unit prices, thus
negating the need to make claims for changed
conditions.
This type of contract provides
room for innovations and incentives that
are necessary to overcome suprises during
tunneling project.

8.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Stillwater Tunnel excavation has proved
without any doubt that a compatible· tunnel
excavation system, a motivated and cooperative
contractor working under an effective contractual system, and cooperation between the
contractor and the owner are essential elements
to complete an underground deep-lying tunneling
project.
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